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Accelerating SOF Innovation

COL Joel Babbitt  Program Executive Officer

SOF WARRIOR OVERVIEW
Virtuous Cycle of Innovation

PEO-SW

UNITS

Industry Partners

ALL WORKING TOGETHER!
Provide rapid and focused acquisition at “The Speed of War” to USSOCOM operators conducting decisive SOF activities and global operations against terrorist networks.
PEO SOF Warrior Supported Components

USASOC  NAVSOC  MARSOC  AFSOC  JSOC

FY19 $1.54B
Common Program Support to All Components

**MOBILITY**
“Individual to Heavy Ground Vehicles”
- Light Tactical All Terrain Vehicles
- Non-Standard Commercial Vehicles
- GMV 1.1
- Ground Mobility Vehicle (Medium)
- MRAP-ATV (Heavy)

**SURVIVAL**
“Protection, Load Carriage & Medical”
- Body Armor / Load Carriage Sys
- Combat Uniform & Helmets
- Individual & Combat Medic Kits
- Casualty Evacuation

**LETHALITY**
“Munitions, Visual Augmentation, Lasers & Weapons”
- Night Vision Goggles
- Combat Assault Rifles
- Aviation Ammo
- M72 LAW Light Assault Weapon
- Non-Standard Arms
- Laser Acquisition Markers
- Sniper Weapons & Accessories
Key Initiatives

Drivers
• New Capabilities
• New Material
• New Threats
• New Operational Paradigms

Game Changers
• 6.5 CM/338 NM
• Polymer Ammo
• ULPE Body Armor
• Precision Strike
• Fusion NVGs
• ATAK
• Autonomy/Hybrid
• CUAS
OBJECTIVE: Mark your Calendar: 6 NOV 19

- Enhance PEO-SW and Supported Community User Team collaboration with industry in support of the SOF Operator.
- Identify innovative capability solutions that might add enhanced capabilities to the Special Operations Forces (SOF) warfighter.
- Influence Industry Research and Development (IRAD) - We want industry working on the right stuff that meets our Interests!
## Mission Based Acquisition Support

- Ammunition
- CS
- Enterprise Communications
- EOD
- Fire Support
- Fixed Wing Air
- Rotary Wing
- Ground Mobility
- Information Operations
- Maritime Mobility
- Medical Operations
- Ordnance/Munitions
- CP
- Scalable Affects
- Situational Awareness
- Soldier Survival
- Support & Sustainment
- Tactical Communications
- Target Engagement Systems
- Visual Augmentation
Break-Out Discussions
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